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Book Systems, Inc. forms a partnership with Infobase Publishing
Book Systems, Inc. a leader in library automation software, is pleased to
announce a partnership with Infobase, offering libraries and patrons streamlined
access to Infobase when using SURFit, Atriuum’s federated searching tool.
InfoBase Publishing is one of America's leading providers of supplemental
educational materials to the school and library markets.
The company publishes books, online databases, videos, and digital
products under such well-known names as Facts On File, Films for the
Humanities & Sciences, Cambridge Educational, Chelsea House, Bloom's
Literary Criticism, and Ferguson Publishing. Infobase Publishing's
headquarters are in New York City.
Book Systems, Inc. continues to work to provide our customers a world of
information and knowledge in all its forms to meet the library and patron’s needs.

***************************************************************
Book Systems Inc. provides affordable feature-rich library software that delivers solutions to
libraries of all sizes. Our software is suited to fit the needs of librarians in a technology
driven world, while still being easy to learn and user-friendly. Atriuum offers an easy-to-use
circulation desk, quick cataloging, MARC editing, analysis, easy-to-create reports, theme
choices, serials, acquisitions and textbook management. Our software provides more
features and demands fewer resources. Book Systems is dedicated to quality and customer
satisfaction, and has implemented library automation solutions in thousands of libraries
around the world. The company’s philosophy is very simple: create quality products; test
them with input and direction from librarians in the field; and back them up with renowned
customer service and support. More information on Atriuum and SURFit is available at
www.booksys.com.
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